
IA No Opened Incident Type Summary Allegation(s)/Force Type(s) Outcome Discipline Investigative Summary Closed
CIA2022-0015 8/24/2022 External Complaint Criminal The complainant alleged a Detention Officer sexually assualted 

her while in custody.
[No allegations] Unfounded N/A Due to 24-hour surveillance inside the inmate's cell, there 

was no evidence of the alleged sexual assault. The inmate 
told the detective that she sometimes dreams up or 
fabricates occurrences.

10/3/2022

CIA2022-0017 9/19/2022 External Complaint Criminal The inmate complainant alleged a Detention Officer entered her 
cell and had sexual intercourse with her.

[No allegations] Unfounded N/A Video footage within the jail facility showed that no one 
entered or exited the inmate's cell. Furthermore, the 
inmate told a detective that she sometimes dreams up or 
fabricates occurrences.

10/3/2022

IA2022-0047 2/8/2022 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer made 
inappropriate and threatening comments toward inmates.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor Sustained Previously Resigned/Retired After conducting interviews, the investigation determined 
the Officer's comments to inmates violated policy. 

10/4/2022

IA2017-0917 12/20/2017 External Complaint An inmate alleged a he provided confidential information to a 
Jail Intelligence Detention Officer and the Officer disclosed the 
information to other inmates, placing his life in danger.  He also 
alleged the grievance he submitted was not properly addressed 
by two Detention Sergeants and the Detention Lieutenant did 
not properly respond to his grievance.

DJ3 - Inmate Grievance Procedure

DJ3 - Inmate Grievance Procedure

DJ3 - Inmate Grievance Procedure

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards

Sustained

Exonerated

Exonerated

Not-Sustained

Written Reprimand

N/A

N/A

N/A

Due to the lack of participation by the previously 
employed Jail Intelligence Detention Officer, there was 
insufficient evidence to prove or disprove he disclosed 
confidential information to another inmate.  It was found 
the two Detention Sergeants appropriately addressed the 
inmate's safety concerns listed in his grievance.  The 
investigation found the Detention Lieutenant failed to 
properly address the inmate's concerns in his grievance.

10/4/2022

IA2018-0500 8/3/2018 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer acted 
unprofessionally when he kissed her on the cheek.  During the 
investigation, it was alleged his actions failed to conform to 
established laws.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Employee Relationships with other Employees
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws

Sustained
Sustained

Previously Terminated The Detention Officer admitted to the unprofessional 
behavior.  It was also found he Officer failed to conform to 
established laws by kissing the complainant.

10/4/2022

IA2022-0282 6/28/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer brought his cell phone inside 
the secured jail facility on several occasions and failed to make a 
reasonable decision when he recorded videos and took photos 
with it.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Prohibited Items Entering Secured Jail Facilities

Sustained
Sustained

Written Reprimand The Detention Officer admitted to bringing his phone into 
the secured jail.  He also admitted he failed to make a 
reasonable decision  when he used it to take videos and 
photos within the facility.

10/4/2022

IA2020-0438 8/20/2020 External Complaint The CHS Nurse alleged a Detention Officer attempted to touch 
her inappropriately without her permission while in the medical 
supply room.  During the investigation, it was alleged the Office 
entered the storage room without a work purpose and did so to 
flirt with the Nurse and give her a hug while she sat on his lap.  
It was also alleged the Officer was untruthful during the 
investigation.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanorr
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards
CP5  - Truthfulness
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

Not-Sustained
Sustained
Sustained
Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

Previously Resigned/Retired Due to a lack of video within the storage closet, there was 
insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the Officer 
attempted to touch the complainant inappropriately and 
failed to conform to established laws by doing so.  The 
investigation found the Officer engaged in unprofessional 
and inappropriate behavior by going into the supply room 
without a work purpose and by hugging the complainant.  
There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 
Detention Officer was untruthful during the course of the 
investigation.

10/6/2022

IA2021-0488 9/9/2021 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Deputy issued him a warning for a 
boating violation he did not commit. Additionally, it was alleged 
the Deputy had an aggressive attitude during their contact. 
During the investigation, it was also alleged the Deputy failed to 
advise the Communications division of his activity and activate 
his body worn camera.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
GJ35 - Body-Worn Cameras
GI1 - Radio Communications

Exonerated
Not-Sustained
Sustained
Not-Sustained

Written Reprimand The Deputy was within Office policy and procedure when 
he cautioned the family about possible wake-zone 
violations. Due to conflicting statements from witnesses, 
there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 
Deputy was aggressive. As a result of being in a radio dead 
zone, there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove 
whether a transmission to Communications was 
attempted. The Deputy violated policy when he failed to 
activate his body worn camera.

10/6/2022

CIA2022-0018 9/22/2022 External Complaint Criminal The complainant alleged a Detention Officer was paying for 
sexual intercourse at various massage parlors.

[No allegations] Inactive Based on the fact that the officer invoked his right to an 
attorney, no questions were asked or answered of him 
regarding this case. The case lacks sufficient evidence for 
charging/submittal. The case was cleared as inactive.

10/17/2022
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IA2017-0513 7/28/2017 Internal Complaint While working in the Central Mailroom, an employee 
Complainant alleged that a Detention Sergeant was 
unprofessional, treated her differently, and used improper 
terms like "babe" when speaking to subordinates. Additionally, 
she alleged the Sergeant failed to act when she reported 
discriminatory behavior from another employee. Two additional 
employee complainants alleged the Sergeant made disparaging 
remarks about a subordinate to other office personnel and 
failed to act when notified a co-worker made a racial comment.  
The Complainant alleged a Detention Officer was 
unprofessional, treated her differently, and made discriminatory 
comments to her. She also stated the Officer made disparaging 
comments about their Sergeant and observed her touching 
another employee inappropriately.  The Complainant alleged a 
second Officer also treated her differently and was 
unprofessional in dealing with her, including giving her orders to 
not talk to anybody.  It was alleged a third Officer treated her 
differently and was unprofessional when dealing with the 
Complainant.  It was stated another Officer observed how 
employees treated the Complainant but did not report the 
behavior. Allegedly, he witnessed co-workers making 
unprofessional statements and didn't report that behavior. 
Additionally, the Complainant stated the Officer told her that if 
she

CP3 - Workplace Professionalism
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility

CP3 - Workplace Professionalism
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

CP3 - Workplace Professionalism
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Rumors or Gossip
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility

CP3 - Workplace Professionalism
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP3 - Workplace Professionalism

CP3 - Workplace Professionalism
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

Unfounded

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained
Sustained
Exonerated

Unfounded

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained
Exonerated

Sustained
Sustained

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Previously Resigned/Retired

N/A

N/A

Written Reprimand

There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 
Sergeant was unprofessional, treated the Complainant 
differently, or failed to act on an employee's 
discriminatory behavior. The term "babe" was used in 
conversation but did not violate office policy.  The 
Sergeant violated policy when she made disparaging 
remarks about a subordinate and failed to report a racial 
comment from a co-worker. There was insufficient 
evidence to prove or disprove a Detention Officer was 
unprofessional, treated the Complainant differently, or 
made discriminatory and disparaging comments. The 
Officer did make physical contact with an employee but 
was within policy and procedure in how she did so. There 
was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove a second 
Detention Officer was unprofessional, treated the 
Complainant differently, or ordered her not to talk. There 
was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove a third 
Detention Officer was unprofessional or treated the 
Complainant differently. There was insufficient evidence 
to prove or disprove an Officer observed the 
unprofessional treatment of the Complainant. 
Furthermore, he did report unprofessional statements 
made to a supervisor. Finally, the Officer violated policy 
when telling the Complainant, she would be transferred. 
There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove an 
additional Officer told the Complainant she would be 
transferred. There was insufficient evidence to prove or 

      

10/20/2022

didn't get along with two of the Officers, they would have her 
transferred. An additional Officer also allegedly told the 
Complainant she would be transferred out of the division. An 
employee told the Complainant she had witnessed her 
treatment, including employees speaking to her with an 
attitude.  An employee Complainant alleged when he finished a 
conversation in Spanish, another employee made a derogatory 
comment toward him.   During the investigation, it was alleged 
that two Officers were aware of the unprofessional statements 
in the mailroom and failed to inform a supervisor.

CP3 - Workplace Professionalism
CP3 - Workplace Professionalism
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Rumors or Gossip

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained
Exonerated
Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A

N/A

investigation determined there was insufficient evidence 
to prove or disprove two Officers failed to inform a 
supervisor of unprofessional behavior.

IA2018-0728 12/31/2018 Internal Complaint The complainant alleged a fellow Detention Officer failed to 
appropriately watch him when he entered an inmate's cell, 
causing him to be locked inside with the inmate.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards Sustained Coaching It was found the Detention Officer failed to perform his 
job duties in an acceptable manner.

10/20/2022

IA2018-0655 11/5/2018 Internal Complaint The Detention Officer alleged a fellow Officer used profanity 
and made an inappropriate statement when speaking to him.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

Sustained
Not-Sustained

Coaching It was found the Detention Officer violated policy when he 
used profanity toward a fellow Detention Officer.  Due to 
inconsistent witness statements, there was insufficient 
evidence to prove or disprove the Officer made an 
inappropriate statement toward the other Officer.

10/20/2022

IA2017-0217 3/23/2017 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Captain failed to disclose criminal 
misconduct on his employment application.  Additionally, she 
alleged the Captain abused his authority by influencing an 
outside agency Officer to have the complainant institutionalized 
and medicated.  Lastly, it was alleged the Captain harassed her 
by withholding the whereabouts of her father prior to his death 
and conspiring to have her institutionalized for mental illness 
from 2015 to 2017.

GD2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Office Directives and Established Laws
GD2 - Code of Conduct - Interference with Official Investigations
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

Unfounded
Unfounded
Unfounded

N/A A review of the Captain's background packet and 
polygraph report, the allegation of the Captain's failing to 
report criminal misconduct was false or not supported by 
fact.  A review of the police report found the allegation of 
the Captain influencing an investigation was false or not 
supported by fact.  The allegation of harassment was false 
or not supported by fact.

10/21/2022

IA2019-0134 3/28/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer was rude to her 
while transporting an inmate via ambulance.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor Not-Sustained N/A Due to the complainant refusing to participate in the 
investigation and the lack of specific information provided 
in the original complaint, the Detention Officer could not 
be identified.  There was insufficient evidence to prove or 
disprove an Unknown Detention Officer was rude to the 
complainant.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0183 5/5/2022 External Complaint The complainant alleged an Unknown Deputy was rude and 
threatened her with obstruction of justice due to her ethnicity. 
It was also alleged the Deputy refused to provide his name and 
badge number.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP8 - Preventing Racial and Other Biased Based profiling
CP8 - Preventing Racial and Other Biased Based profiling

Unfounded
Unfounded
Unfounded

N/A After an interview with the complainant, it was found the 
Deputy she was referring to was a Pinal County Sheriff's 
Deputy.  The allegations of rudeness, threats, bias, and 
failing to provide name and badge number against an 
Unknown MCSO Deputy were false or not supported by 
fact.

10/21/2022



IA2022-0266 6/16/2022 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer yelled and 
threatened her while waiting to be transported.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor Not-Sustained N/A Due to the lack of audio in the jail surveillance video, there 
was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 
Detention Officer was unprofessional with the 
complainant.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0413 8/30/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer sent a disparaging email to all 
employees within the Maricopa County Sheriff's Email 
Exchange.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
GM1 - Electronic Communications and Voice mail

Sustained
Sustained

Previously Resigned/Retired It was found the Detention Officer violated policy when he 
sent a disparaging email to all MCSO employees via his 
county email.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0098 3/11/2022 External Complaint The anonymous complainant alleged a Detention Officer failed 
to conform to established laws by driving drunk on multiple 
occasions in multiple cities.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws Not-Sustained N/A Due to the lack of specifics provided by the anonymous 
complainant and the lack of records involving the 
Detention Officer driving under the influence, there was 
insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the Officer failed 
to conform to established laws.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0196 5/11/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer threw his personal firearm at 
another Officer.

GJ23 - Firearms Sustained Previously Terminated The Detention Officer admitted to violating policy when he 
threw his personal firearm at another Officer.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0259 6/15/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged on unknown dates in 2013-2014, the 4th Avenue 
Jail Intelligence Staff were providing special treatment to an 
inmate in exchange for information.  Additionally, it was alleged 
staff directed an inmate to gather information on another 
inmate for an MCSO investigation, violating an inmate's 6th 
Amendment rights.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Associations and Fraternization with Inmates or Prisoners
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Associations and Fraternization with Inmates or Prisoners
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Associations and Fraternization with Inmates or Prisoners
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Associations and Fraternization with Inmates or Prisoners
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained
Not-Sustained

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A               

Due to the lack of participation by the previously 
employed Jail Intelligence Staff and the involved inmate, 
there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove they 
were providing special treatment to an inmate in exchange 
for information.  For the same reasons, there was 
insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the staff 
violated the inmate's rights by directing him to gather 
information on another inmate.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0263 6/16/2022 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer intentionally 
ignored her requests for hygiene items.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards Not-Sustained N/A After a review of the jail surveillance video, there was no 
indication the complainant attempted to communicate 
with the Detention Officer.  Additionally, jail surveillance 
video does not have sound, there was insufficient 
evidence to prove or disprove the Officer ignored the 
complainant's request for hygiene items.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0473 9/22/2022 Internal Complaint An anonymous employee alleged a Detention Officer is 
spreading rumors and gossip about other employees.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Rumors or Gossip Unfounded N/A Due to the lack of witnesses, the Detention Officer being 
off on the date reported, and the total lack of evidence, 
the allegation was false or not supported by fact.

10/21/2022

IA2022-0023 1/21/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer failed to conform to 
established laws when he negligently discharged his firearm 
within the limits of a municipality, causing damage to both his 
residence and a neighbor's residence.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws Not-Sustained N/A Due to the Detention Officer's actions during and after the 
incident, there was insufficient evidence to prove or 
disprove the Officer was "negligent" when he discharged 
his firearm while cleaning it.

10/25/2022

IA2021-0641 12/13/2021 External Complaint The complainant alleged the MCSO undercover gang task force 
wwas taking pictures and searching cars of employees of an 
establishment. It was also alleged an Unknown MCSO Gang Unit 
Deputy did not provide their name and badge number and was 
unprofessional when approached.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
GH2 - Internal Investigations
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct

Unfounded
Unfounded
Unfounded

N/A The investigation found the gang task force was AZ DPS 
and no MCSO employees were involved in this incident; 
the allegations were all false or not supported by fact.

10/25/2022

IA2022-0421 9/1/2022 External Complaint The anonymous complainant alleged a Detention Officer was 
rude by using profanities while on duty.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Employee Relationships with other Employees Unfounded N/A Due to the complaint being filed anonymously, additional 
information could not be gathered to investigate the 
allegation. After interviewing the Officer, who denied the 
incident, the allegation was found false or not supported 
by the fact.

10/25/2022

CI2021-0020 6/23/2021 Critical Incident During a security walk at Lower Buckeye Jail, an inmate was 
found hanging inside his cell on 6/23/2021 and later 
pronounced deceased.

Exonerated N/A The investigation found there was no employee 
involvement in the inmate's death, and the manner of 
death was deemed a suicide.

10/27/2022

IA2021-0647 12/13/2021 External Complaint The complainant alleged a former Detention Officer assaulted 
her son at a food truck festival. During the investigation, it was 
alleged a second Detention Officer at the scene of the incident 
did not disclose the off-duty police contact to his supervisors.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Keeping Supervisors Informed

Unfounded

Sustained

N/A

Coaching

It was found the incident occurred after the Detention 
Officer was no longer employed with the MCSO; therefore 
the allegation of the Officer violating policy was false or 
not supported by fact.  The second Detention Officer 
admitted he failed to report his police contact to his 
supervisor, violating policy.

10/27/2022

IA2022-0134 4/6/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Civilian Employee failed to complete her 
assigned duties while telecommuting. It was also alleged the 
employee logged false information on her self-reported work 
activities.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards
CP5  - Truthfulness

Sustained
Sustained

Previously Resigned/Retired An audit of the employee's work showed a discrepancy 
between the amount of work completed and what was 
reported. Additionally, the employee's self-reported work 
logs indicated an apparent effort to falsify work statistics 
and mislead her supervisor about her job performance. 
The investigation determined that the allegations are 
supported by the preponderance of the evidence and 
justify a reasonable conclusion of a policy violations. 

10/27/2022



CI2017-0003 3/27/2017 Critical Incident On 3/27/2017, Deputies used lethal force against a suspect 
during a pursuit.

CP1-Use of Force
CP1-Use of Force

CP1-Use of Force

Exonerated
Exonerated

Exonerated

N/A

N/A

It was found the Deputies were within MCSO policy and 
procedure when they discharged their firearms, and one of 
the Deputies deployed his Taser. As a result, the 
investigation found the Deputy's actions were lawful and 
proper. 

10/28/2022

IA2018-0057 1/24/2018 External Complaint It was alleged a Deputy assaulted his daughter, while off duty. CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws Unfounded N/A The allegation of physical abuse by the Deputy was false 
or not supported by fact.

10/28/2022

IA2018-0137 3/5/2018 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Deputy failed to notify MCSO Dispatch he was 
stopped with a vehicle conducting a welfare check and failed to 
activate his body worn camera during the contact.  During the 
investigation, it was alleged the Deputy failed to issue a contact 
receipt after making law enforcement contact with the driver.

EB1 - Traffic Enforcement
EB1 - Traffic Enforcement
GJ35 - Body-Worn Cameras

Sustained
Sustained
Sustained

Previously Resigned/Retired It was found the Deputy violated policy when he failed to 
notify Dispatch of the incident, failed to wear and activate 
his body worn camera, and failed to complete the required 
law enforcement contact documents.

10/28/2022

IA2022-0312 7/14/2022 External Complaint The complainant alleged an Emergency Dispatcher was 
discourteous during a call for service.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor Unfounded N/A After review of the emergency calls, the Dispatcher was 
professional when speaking with the complainant. The 
allegation was found to be false or not supported by fact.

10/28/2022

IA2018-0152 3/8/2018 Internal Complaint The complainant alleged a SIMS Clerk incorrectly interpreted 
court paperwork, leading to an inmate being released nine days 
late.  It was also alleged the SIMS Clerk Lead failed to identify 
the missed information when reviewing the SIMS Clerk inmate 
release file.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards

Sustained

Sustained

Written Reprimand

Written Reprimand

It was found the SIMS Clerk failed to complete her 
assigned duties when she misinterpreted the court 
paperwork.  It was also found the SIMS Clerk Lead failed to 
complete he assigned duties when she failed to identify 
the error made by the SIMS Clerk.

10/31/2022

IA2021-0338 6/24/2021 Internal Complaint During the investigation, it was alleged that Deputies at an off-
duty job picked up the victim of an aggravated assault and 
removed him from the property after claiming another patron 
injured him.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards

Exonerated

Exonerated

N/A

N/A

Sitting in the club's driveway, the victim was asked 
repeatedly to remove himself. Finally, after refusing to 
move, Deputies acted within Office policy when they 
carried him out of the driveway.

10/31/2022

IA2021-0441 8/19/2021 External Complaint An anonymous complainant alleged a Deputy was speeding, 
brake checking, and driving aggressively in a marked patrol unit.

GE4 - Use/Operation of Vehicles Sustained Written Reprimand The investigation found the Deputy did not operate his 
vehicle in  careful and prudent manner. 

10/31/2022

IA2021-0597 11/17/2021 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Records Specialist failed to report to her 
assigned duties.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards

Sustained
Exonerated

Written Reprimand The employee was within policy by providing notification 
of one of her absences, but failed to report to her assigned 
duties the following day.

10/31/2022

IA2022-0033 1/31/2022 External Complaint The anonymous complainant alleged a Deputy was speeding 
through a parking lot.

GE4 - Use/Operation of Vehicles Not-Sustained N/A There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 
Deputy was speeding through a parking lot.

10/31/2022

IA2022-0190 5/10/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer failed to conform to 
established laws when he recklessly displayed his firearm.  
During the investigation, it was also alleged the Officer violated 
policy when he possessed and displayed a firearm on Maricopa 
County property in MCSO attire.  It was alleged the Officer was 
untruthful with PSB investigators.

GJ23 - Firearms
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws
CP5  - Truthfulness

Sustained
Sustained
Sustained

Employee Terminated The investigation found the Detention Officer failed to 
conform to established laws when he displayed his 
firearm.  It was also found the Officer violated policy when 
he displayed his firearm on county property, wearing 
county attire, and when he was untruthful with PSB 
investigators regarding the incident.

10/31/2022

IA2020-0506 9/21/2020 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Deputy failed to act when he did not 
physically respond to the residence of an investigative lead. It 
was also alleged the Deputy was discourteous during their 
phone conversation.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

Not-Sustained
Sustained

Coaching There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 
Deputy failed to take appropriate action during the call for 
service. The Deputy violated policy when he failed to 
maintain a professional demeanor during his initial 
conversation with the complainant.

10/31/2022

IA2022-0292 6/30/2022 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Lieutenant made unwanted sexual 
advances and comments towards female Detention Officers and 
medical staff.  During the investigation, it was alleged the 
complainant, an MCSO employee, failed to cooperate with a 
PSB investigation.

CP3 - Workplace Professionalism

GH2 - Internal Investigations

Unfounded

Sustained

N/A

N/A

Due to the complainant failing to provide specific 
information of the alleged misconduct, the allegation of 
sexual advances and comments toward female MCSO and 
CHS employees by the Detention Lieutenant was found to 
be false or not supported by fact.  It was found the 
Unknown MCSO employee violated policy when they 
failed to cooperate with the PSB investigation.

10/31/2022

IA2021-0660 12/20/2021 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Deputy was rude and "aggressive" 
during a call for service.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor Not-Sustained N/A There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 
Deputy was rude and "aggressive" during a call for service.

10/31/2022

IA2022-0149 4/14/2022 External Complaint The inmate complainant alleged a Detention Officer threatened 
him with physical harm and told another inmate to threaten 
him with physical harm if he did not move out of the housing 
unit.  He also alleged the Officer was unprofessional during their 
interactions and provided pills to inmates to help them sleep.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor
CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor

Sustained
Unfounded
Unfounded
Unfounded

Written Reprimand The investigation found the statement made by the 
Detention Officer was not threatening; the allegation was 
false or not supported by fact.  A review of the jail 
surveillance video found the Officer did not speak to the 
inmate(s) who were alleged to have threatened the 
complainant; the allegation was false or not supported by 
fact.  The inmate complainant was unable to provide any 
evidence or other witnesses to support the allegation of 
the Officer providing pills to help inmate's sleep; the 
allegation was false or not supported by fact.  Due to 
admissions by the Officer, it was found he was 
unprofessional during his interactions with the 
complainant.

10/31/2022
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